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POP UP GESTURE STORE 
We don’t sell objects. We sell experiences. 
We’ve joined the gesture economy, a currency based on human connectedness and intimacy. 
 
--now debuting— 
 
The Fall Political Collection 
WHERE DO I END AND WHERE DO YOU BEGIN 
‘when it comes to political anxiety, your gesture is your strongest vote’ 
 
Saturday & Sunday, Oct. 22/23, 29/30 & Nov. 5/6 
1:00pm – 7:00pm 
1067 PacificPeople (1067 Pacific Street in Crown Heights, Brooklyn) 

 
NEW YORK, NY — (October 10, 2016) —The Pop Up Gesture Store, a radical and different “dancing” store 
debuts its fall collection -- Where do I end and where do you begin -- at the 'anarchist j'ouvert laboratory' at 
1067 PacificPeople in Brooklyn on October 22nd. Running from 1 pm to 7 pm every Saturday and Sunday for 
three weekends, from Oct. 22nd through Nov. 6th, the store is a retail experience that probes, investigates, 
heightens and/or palliates people’s exhaustion, frustration and anxiety in this political season through dance, 
movement and words.  
 
The gestures offered at the Pop Up Gesture Store create a caring social space and destroy all social hierarchy. 
Customers enter the Pop Up Gesture Store not to consume goods or purchase products but rather to partake of 
embodied experiences direct from artist/shopkeepers. Visitors to this “dancing” store select instantaneous live-
performances (varying from approximately 3 minutes to 10 minutes in length) from a menu of gestures built on 
movement, touch, and words. Transactions are complete once patrons pay for their gesture by giving a 
comparable immaterial gesture back.  
 
This experiment in contemporary dance and economics was conceived by artist and choreographer Andrea 
Haenggi and honed in collaboration with writer Robert Neuwirth and dance artist Carrie Ahern. Additionally, the 
fall political collection involves five specially invited artist/sellers: Beau B Baco, Lorene Bouboushian, Maré 
Hieronimus, Allison Sylvia and Fatimah White. Each artist/seller offers their own performance gestures tailored to 
the political season. Among the questions the gestures engage are: Can bodily investment of caring help to 
challenge the existing social order? Can we expand caring beyond family towards a stranger while still operating 
within the craziness of the political season? What can we do together that we can’t do alone? 
 
Satisfied customers salute prior Pop Up Gesture Store collections: 
 

“You can enter with nothing and leave with so much.” – Customer Eddie 
“Reminds me of a nightclub in Kurdistan.”- Customer Chris 
“I want to pay you love.”- Customer Virna 

 
Opening on Oct 22, and concluding just two days before the November election, the Pop Up Gesture Store uses 
movement and the body to create emotional landscapes involving trust, risk, proximity, intimacy and vulnerability 
between buyer and seller. Together, the gestures ask if a retail outlet can spawn a political discourse in form of 
caring.  https://popupgesturestore.com/ 
 
 



 

ABOUT THE ARTISTS  
CREATOR/COLLECTION CONCEPT/SELLER Andrea Haenggi (CH/USA) is an artist, choreographer, dancer 
who works in the cracks between dance, visual art and social practice. Her artistic practice looks into power, 
exchange, value, feminism, intimacy, spectatorship between humans and more- than-human in 21st Century 
#Self(ie)Culture. She is the catalyst of the activist driven movement-based art project 1067 PacificPeople in New 
York City. Her projects have been presented in venues such as Queens Museum, Dance Theater Workshop, 
MASS MOCA and abroad at the New Tretyakov Gallery (Moscow), Transart Triennial (Berlin), Tanzhaus Zurich, 
and SPAN (Lagos, Nigeria), among many others. For her innovative choreographic work, she has received the 
Swiss Canton Solothurn Dance Prize. Haenggi is on the faculty at the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement 
Studies in NY and has taught somatic-dance workshops with visual art concepts in the USA, Switzerland, 
Nigeria, and China. www.andreahaenggi.net 
PHILOSOPHICAL ADVISOR/SELLER Robert Neuwirth is a journalist and author. His books Shadow Cities and 
Stealth of Nations, which chronicle self-built communities and markets, are helping to foster a new and inclusive 
ecology of urban and economic development. https://www.ted.com/speakers/robert_neuwirth 

ARTISTIC ADVISOR/ SELLER Part of the NYC dance and performance community since 1995, Carrie Ahern 
and her company Present Pariah Inc. use the medium of the body to investigate spaces of taboo. She has a 
reputation for extensive research for each project combined with an ability to make viewers deeply 
uncomfortable and comfortable simultaneously. Current projects include: Borrowed Prey, a two part 
performance in a butcher shop and cemetery; The Art of Burial, a fantasy burial experience which she is also 
developing into a TED Talk. www.carrieahern.com 

ARTIST SELLER Beau B Baco was born in Cagayan de Oro City, Philippines. Notions of access, space, and 
time are part of the framework. Repetition and daily rituals are part of Baco’s process. www.beaubbaco.com 

ARTIST SELLER Lorene Bouboushian makes absurd and intimate performance moments, facilitates 
experimental learning experiences, writes in a dungeon, seeks mountains. www.lorenebouboushian.org 

ARTIST SELLER Maré Hieronimus is a Brooklyn-based interdisciplinary dance artist, performer and teacher 
who works across media, including in video, photography, voice, as well as sound-scoring, all towards the 
creation of her body-based work. Her work has been presented widely in NYC, regionally, and beyond.  
more information at www.marehieronimus.com 
ARTIST SELLER Allison Sylvia is an artist, poet and dancer - her experience as a street performer reinforces the 
value of close personal connection with all beings. She has performed for Artists Without Walls and the Poetry 
Brothel. 

ARTIST SELLER Fatimah White is an interdisciplinary artist and educator, Her work evokes the powers that 
exist within the interconnectedness of light and time; exploring themes of storytelling, adornment, indigenous 
futurism and astronomy.  

 
ABOUT 1067 PacificPeople 
 
Christened an ‘anarchist j’ouvert laboratory’ by one of its participants, 1067 PacificPeople is a safe space for 
movement and art experimentation in Crown Heights, Brooklyn. 1067 PacificPeople is as well a movement - 
based project that focus on the relationship between people and the urban wild plants often called weeds. It 
focuses on social justice and community.  
We must and shall look at ourselves through the transgressive stripping away of the corporatized, colonized, 
socialized body to reveal what we are: vulnerable, feeling, thinking human beings. We move between the borders 
of “live-performance”, ”arts”, “politics” and “life. www.1067pacificpeople.nyc 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For further information and press pictures contact Andrea Haenggi at 1067pacificpeople@gmail.com 


